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Modeling People: Jalapeno’s View

Why model People?
When we talk about modeling ‘People’ in business 
architecture we are making reference to the fact that 
Capabilities are notional constructs made up of elements 
belonging to People, Process, Information and 
Technology (PPIT).

‘People’ refers to the human systems that contribute 
towards the make up and execution of a capability. For 
example, skills, roles, organizational units, etc.

The architecture of a business may be expressed in terms 
of technical systems but really, it’s the people within 
these entities that can make or break the organization’s 
ability to deliver value to its customers.

How are People represented?
The way that people are able to operate is more complex 
than any machine. As such, the way a person features in 
an architecture model is also multi-faceted and broken 
down into its discrete parts. Below is an illustrative 
representation of the Jalapeno metamodel for person.

Is modeling People as complex as it seems?
Jalapeno models are designed to be built out gradually. After 
the Operating Model Foundation is constructed other parts of 
the model can be added to incidentally as work happens and as 
insights are needed. 

The illustrated view of the metamodel at the bottom left shows 
classes loosely grouped into three columns;

1. The left column shows how organization units are decomposed within 
a business environment

• Organization Unit – Structured grouping within a business
• Position – designated and funded headcount, usually with an HRIS ID
• Team Member – a person who is a part of a specific organization unit.
• Employee – a type of identity that is also a specialization of team 

member.
• User – a type of employee that has access to a specific system

2. The middle column shows how the definition of a person is 
decomposed generically

• Party – the most elemental description of a person that never changes
• Identity – changeable parts of a person’s description. Eg: Employee
• Role – group of activities that a person does to achieve a purpose. Eg: 

process analyst
• Responsibility – the right to perform a specific task. Eg: process author
• Skills – the expertise attributed to a specific role

3. The column on the right is the decomposition of the customer 
definition

• Stakeholder – a type of identity that has an interest in the business
• Segment – a specialization of stakeholder based on common attributes
• Persona – a description of the segment that elaborates on key 

attributes
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Modeling People: the metamodel

Business Operating Model Components
The diagram below depicts the parts of a business operating model and how they fit together.

As a metamodel, many of the ideas depicted will be referenced many times from different areas of the model but this diagram 
depicts the logical place where each part lives.

Along the top there is a distinction between Business As Usual and Transformation. Both areas are equally as important within a 
business with BAU focused primarily on Offerings. Both areas need to drive value and are supported by the operating model. The 
foundation of the operating model are business capabilities which are comprised of people, process, information and technology. 

When people are modeled as part of the Operating Model Foundation, it is typically organization units, roles and / or skills that 
are modeled and aligned to the relevant capabilities that they support.
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People in the Operating Model Pathway

People as part of a business capability
People modeling is primarily found within the Operating Model Pathway. Whilst the person definition can be modeled 
independently at any point, organization units, roles and skills are aligned to business capabilities as an intrinsic part of the 
capability definition.

People



Business Insights: Guidance Material

Jalapeno Guidance Material
Capsifi offers online Guidance Material for Jalapeno 
users to reference as they need.

www.capsifi.com/support/

Modeling Organization Chart 

https://www.capsifi.com/support/organization-
chart/

Modeling Employees

https://www.capsifi.com/support/adding-
employees/

Modeling Roles and Identities

https://www.capsifi.com/support/roles-and-
identities/

Modeling Users

https://www.capsifi.com/support/linking-user-
credentials/

Modeling Stakeholders, Segments and personas

https://www.capsifi.com/support/how-to-create-
a-stakeholder-segment-and-persona/

Using Customer Criteria for Stakeholders and 
Personas

https://www.capsifi.com/support/stakeholder-
and-persona-criteria-tutorial/
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